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Abstract. For organizations data quality is a prerequisite for automated decision
making and agility. To provide high quality data, numerous tools have emerged
that support the different steps of data quality management. Yet, these tools vary
in their functional composition and support for current trends, such as AI. There
is no common and up-to-date perception of the capabilities a data quality tool
should fulfill. In this paper, we develop a functional taxonomy of data quality tools
to address this shortcoming and provide a holistic overview of data quality func-
tionalities. We derived the taxonomy through an iterative approach of deductive
reasoning by conducting a systematic literature review and inductive reasoning
by reviewing existing data quality tools and gaining insights from experts. By
applying our taxonomy to 18 commercial data quality tools we aim to provide the
reader with a review of data quality tools and reach a functional consensus in the
field.

Keywords: Data Quality, Data Quality Tools, Data Management, Taxonomy.

1 Introduction

Managing data quality (DQ) is an important aspect within data management and can
help to build competitive advantages and increase a firm’s value [1, 2]. At the same time,
organizations are increasingly leveraging data to enable automated decision making
in the form of machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) [3]. To avoid
misaligned decision making and secure organizational agility it is necessary to uphold
a certain level of DQ [4]. In this sense, DQ is defined as fulfilling the ’fitness for
use’ desired by data consumers to enable efficient business operations and concise
decisions [5, 6]. To achieve this goal in light of distributed data landscapes and quickly
changing business requirements, a market for DQ tools emerged. This market is closely
integrated with related markets for data integration, metadata management, or master
data management solutions [6]. DQ tools, hereby, focus on supporting the different
steps of the DQ lifecycle by defining, measuring, analyzing, and improving the quality
of data sets [7]. Traditionally, DQ tools had a focus on fulfilling internal compliance
guidelines and reducing risks by manually defining DQ rules that new data needs to
adhere. Nowadays, these tools are becoming more intelligent and automation and AI are
an integral part of DQ tools [8].
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However, despite DQ being a $1.77 billion market [9] and many available DQ tools,
companies still struggle to leverage high quality data. This causes many organizations to
build their own solutions or extend existing DQ tools with customized functionalities
(e.g., [3,8,10]). Hereby, it is often difficult to determine what a DQ tool should be capable
of and how it differentiates from related solutions in the field of data management. In
this paper, we want to reach a unified perception of the functionalities a DQ tool should
offer based on insights from science and practice. Managers and practitioners would
benefit from a such an overview to inform make-or-buy decisions and build customized
solutions. Researchers could build on a structured analysis of DQ tools from both science
and practice to formulate potential research gaps and advance the future development of
the field. Therefore, we formulated the following research question:

Research Question: What are the functional characteristics of DQ tools described in
science and practice?

To answer the proposed research question, we adopted the structured taxonomy
development process by Nickerson et al. [11]. A taxonomy offers a suitable way to
formulate conceptual knowledge as it helps to “structure or organize the body of knowl-
edge that constitutes a field” [12, p. 65]. It allows to investigate relationships among
concepts and classify existing objects. We followed the approach of Nickerson as the
combination of inductive and deductive reasoning allowed us to combine scientific and
practical knowledge into one artifact [11].

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. First, we outline the theoretical
background and related work for our study in section 2. In section 3, we describe
the research methodology and taxonomy development process we followed. Our final
taxonomy is presented in section 4. In section 5, we offer a discussion on the results of
applying our taxonomy to DQ tools. Finally, in section 6, we conclude with implications
of our work, its limitations, and paths for future research.

2 Background & Related Work

In the scientific literature high quality data sets are widely considered as an antecedent
for enabling organizational agility and securing competitive advantages [1, 2, 4]. They
can, for instance, positively influence the creation of data-driven services [13, 14] (e.g.,
by improving the detection rates of AI services), support the organizational decision
making and business intelligence [15] (e.g., by providing more accurate reports), or
promote the exchange of data in data platforms [16] (e.g., by raising the trust in data
among participants). Following this, DQ is the foundation for every important activity
within an organization and a key success factor [17].

To achieve a high level of DQ, it has long been incorporated as an essential building
block in data management [1] and several frameworks for managing DQ, such as the
Total Data Quality Management (TDQM) framework [7], emerged. Since the day-to-day
DQ work can be cumbersome and time-consuming, they are often supported by DQ
tools [8].



2.1 Data Quality Tools

There are numerous DQ tools available in science and practice that support the DQ
tasks [18]. However, these tools often focus on specific DQ tasks, like duplicate detection,
data cleaning, or data validation. Some tools aggregate several DQ functionalities to
DQ solutions for a specific area of application. We can distinguish these solutions in
data preparation tools [19], data measuring and monitoring tools [18], and general-
purpose tools. Besides existing solutions DQ tools are often created as customized
solutions [8]. This way, a frictionless integration with existing data management tools
and the remaining IT landscape can be achieved.

In this study, we focus on general-purpose DQ tools as they offer the most com-
prehensive set of functionalities and most commercial DQ tools fall into this category.
They can usually be applied in different application domains and are not limited to
certain tasks. This way, they can be separated from the two former types, which put an
emphasis on the application in data sciene (data preparation tools) or master data sets
(measuring and monitoring tools). Against the background of AI, general-purpose DQ
tools increasingly use intelligent functionalities to improve DQ, which in turn is needed
for the efficient training of AI models.

It can be difficult to distinguish the functionalities of DQ tools from related offerings,
such as data catalogs, master data management suites, or data warehouses. For example,
to provide data that is ’fit for use’ [5] DQ tools can rely on the metadata that is stored
in a data catalog system. In fact, a close integration of DQ tools with related solutions
is important to provide trusted data and reduce unnecessary DQ work [6]. Thus, many
vendors have related solutions in their product portfolio.

2.2 Related Work

Despite the high importance of DQ for organizations and its rising relevance in view of
ever growing amounts of data, DQ remains an issue for organizations [8,17]. Although a
large body of literature is available on the topic, the existing studies are often focused on
either technical aspects of DQ [20] or on the management aspect of DQ [1]. There is
limited interdisciplinary research available that provides the holistic knowledge required
by organizations [8]. With our study we aim to bridge this gap by providing a holistic,
interdisciplinary taxonomy of functionalities in DQ tools that is based on findings from
science and practice.

To the best of our knowledge such a functional taxonomy does not yet exist. Related
taxonomies in the DQ field are either problem-oriented (e.g., [21,22]) or focus on specific
DQ tasks and data types (e.g., [23, 24]). The two studies by Ehrlinger et al. [18] and
Hameed & Naumann [19] are coming closest to the idee of our paper. In the former
study, the authors conducted a comprehensive analysis of DQ tools with an emphasis
on monitoring and measurement functionalities. They found that DQ tools are not
leveraging ML technologies to its fullest extent and call for further research on the
customization and explanation of ML algorithms in DQ tools. The study by Hameed
& Naumann presents a structured analysis of the capabilities of data preparation tools
and an overview of existing solutions. They highlight the need for further research on
automation and interoperability of data preparation and related tools.



3 Research Methodology

3.1 General Approach

To develop the desired taxonomy, we used the methodology introduced by Nickerson
et al. [11] as it is well established within the Information Systems (IS) community
(e.g. [25–27]) and offers consistency with the guidelines of design science research [28].
The approach includes a total of seven steps. It begins by defining the meta characteristics
of the future taxonomy (step one) and by defining the ending conditions of the taxonomy
development process (step two). In the steps three to six the user of the method can
either follow a conceptual-to-empirical approach, which implies a deductive procedure
to derive characteristics and dimensions from theory, or the user choses an empirical-to-
conceptual approach, which uses empirical sources, such as DQ solutions at the market,
to derive the results inductively. In the seventh step a decision is made whether the ending
conditions defined by Nickerson et al. [11] have been met. If not, another iteration using
one of the two approaches is invoked. If they have been met and no further changes were
made, the method terminates.
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Figure 1. Taxonomy development process as introduced by Nickerson et al. [11]. Our activities
are shown in italic.

3.2 Taxonomy Development Process

Meta Characteristics: Following Nickerson et al. [11], the meta-dimensions are guided
by the purpose and future utility of the taxonomy. In accordance with the proposed
research question, the purpose of our taxonomy is to provide a holistic overview of the
functional capabilities of DQ tools. We, therefore, focused our study on capabilities
that fulfil functional requirements with regard to DQ. We neglected analyzing aspects
that are non-functional or not directly associated with DQ, such as deployment and cost



models, security, or usability. While a review of such functionalities would certainly be
interesting, it would have been difficult to do in a structured manner as the importance
and concrete definition of these requirements varies by users and they often lack docu-
mentation and concrete specifications.

First Iteration (conceptual-to-empirical): In the first iteration we used the existing
body of literature to obtain a comprehensive theoretical overview of DQ functionalities.
We, hereby, followed the literature research guidelines according to vom Brocke et
al. [29] and Kuhrmann et al. [30]. To identify relevant scientific literature, we decided to
systematically search the Scopus, AISel, IEEE Xplore, ACM DL, and EBSCO databases
as these include significant articles from the IS and computer science domains (see
Figure 2) [30]. We searched these databases for both data quality and information quality
since they are often used synonymously [31]. We, furthermore, added tool and related
functional artifacts to the search term to identify implementations of DQ capabilities.
Consequently, we applied the following search term: "data quality" OR "information
quality" AND (tool* OR method OR framework OR solution). Because of the expected
large number of results we decided to limit the search on the article title only.

We identified a total of 677 papers in our initial search. In the next step, we retained
all conference papers and journal articles and excluded duplicates and articles not written
in English from the result set. This resulted in 221 contributions for further consideration.
In the following step, we manually reviewed these papers to identify papers that are
relevant to our study. The exclusion of a paper in this step was either due to papers not
addressing DQ itself (e.g., methods robust to DQ issues) or a lack of details in the paper
(e.g., short papers on DQ). Finally, 46 contributions remained. Based on this set we
conducted a forward and backward search as specified by Webster and Watson [32]. This
led to a final of 55 papers as the theoretical foundation of our taxonomy.

To derive the relevant characteristics of DQ tools, we systematically screened these
55 papers for DQ functionalities and assigned the identified characteristics to the relevant
dimensions using a concept matrix [32]. As a starting point for the decomposition of
DQ functionalities in our concept matrix we used the four steps of the TDQM lifecy-
cle [7] as it is a widely accepted framework for DQ management and was often used
for classifying solutions we found in literature. However, we observed that the TDQM
model could not cover all DQ functionalities described in literature. There were several
studies that highlighted the integrability of DQ tools (e.g., [6, 8, 18]). To categorize these
characteristics we included a fifth dimension that contains corresponding functionalities.

Second Iteration (empirical-to-conceptual): In the second iteration we aimed to shed
light on the empirical perspective on DQ and systematically reviewed DQ tools available
on the market. Since there is a large number of DQ tools available (in [18] the authors
identified 667 distinct tools) we decided to focus our analysis on commercial DQ tools.
We, thus, neglected solutions that provided no enterprise support (e.g., self-hosted
open source tools such as MobyDQ [33]), that are not available publicly (e.g., Data
Sentinel [10]), or that specialize in certain functionalities (e.g., Tamr [34] for data
unification). We chose this discriminator because commercial DQ tools offer a holistic
set of functionalities for different DQ tasks and application domains, and helped us to
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Figure 2. The systematic literature review process we followed.

be in accordance with our research goal. We initialized our search for candidate tools
with related surveys [18, 19]. These studies provided a good starting point, but they
focus on specific DQ functionalities and required a manual review of the presented tools.
Additionally, we included the tools from the 2020 Hype Cycle for DQ solutions by
Gartner [6]. Finally, we conducted a Google search to identify further tools that were not
identified in the first two steps. We, hereby, limited our search to the first 100 hits, which
we examined more closely. This procedure yielded in 18 DQ tools that we included in
the second iteration of the taxonomy development process.

We manually reviewed the selected DQ tools with regard to their applied DQ func-
tionalities using the characteristics from the first iteration as a basis. Therefore, wherever
possible, we used trial or test versions of the DQ tools to experiment with the offered DQ
functionalities. We, furthermore, screened the available documentation for specifications
of DQ functionalities. In some cases, the DQ functions were part of a larger solution
package. For example, the Ataccama One platform [35] includes several modules for DQ,
data cataloging, data integration, etc. We concentrated our analysis on the DQ module
in these cases. The review of the tools revealed that our taxonomy was already well
developed, comprehensive, and representative. However, we added two characteristics
(Job Scheduling and Web Services) and merged or renamed several others. For example,
we merged a characteristic DataOps, which we derived in the first iteration, with the
characteristic Collaboration because DQ tools often summarize DataOps functionalities
under the larger aspect of collaborative DQ [6].

Third Iteration (empirical-to-conceptual): In the third iteration we conducted a group
discussion with five experts (two from science and three from practice) using the taxon-
omy from the second iteration as a basis. The experts were working in either data science,
data engineering, or data management roles and had two to ten years of experience in
working with DQ. With the selection of participants we aimed to obtain a broad view
on different aspects of DQ. In the group discussion one of the authors presented the
characteristics for each dimension and put them up for discussion before continuing with
the next dimension. The meeting lasted four hours and was fruitful as the participants
could draw on their personal experiences with DQ. The feedback we received helped
us to concretize the characteristics for each dimension and supported our findings so
far. Specifically, we changed the wording of some characteristics to help the taxonomy



become more concise and self-explanatory. Since there were only minor changes in this
iteration and we were able to meet all 13 ending conditions specified by Nickerson et
al. [11] (see Table 1), we decided to finalize the taxonomy.

Table 1. Ending conditions for each iteration (adapted from Nickerson et al. [11])

Ending Conditions #1 #2 #3

O
bj

ec
tiv

e

All objects or a representative sample of objects have been examined - x x
No object was merged with a similar object or split into multiple objects in the last
iteration

- x x

At least one object is classified for every characteristics of every dimension - x x
No new dimensions or characteristics were added in the last iteration - - x
No dimensions or characteristics were merged or split in the last iteration - - x
Every dimension is unique and not repeated x x x
Every characteristic is unique within its dimension x x x
Each cell (combination of characteristics) is unique and is not repeated x x x

Su
bj

ec
tiv

e Concise - - x
Robust - - x
Comprehensive - x x
Extendible - x x
Explanatory - - x

4 A Functional DQ Taxonomy

The final taxonomy consists of five dimensions (Dn) and 25 characteristics (Cnm)
(see Table 2). The first four dimensions describe functional capabilities for managing
DQ. We divided these dimensions following the TDQM lifecycle, which specifies
Definition, Measurement, Improvement, and Analysis as the four basic steps in DQ
management [7, 36]. The fifth dimension inherits capabilities regarding the integrability
with associated data management tools, such as master data management suites.

The dimension Definition (D1) includes functionalities that are required for defining
what DQ means in a specific context. This is important as DQ requires a ’fitness for use’,
which varies by user and domain [87]. Profiling (C11) capabilities offer functionalities
to derive relevant metadata (e.g., keywords, common values, etc.) from a data set and
use these for quality analysis and building DQ rules. The characteristic Business Rules
(C12) allows users to define custom DQ rules and policies. This way, it facilitates
the manifestation of domain specific data knowledge, which can be used for validation
purposes. Similarly, Standard Rules (C13) represent generally applicable DQ rules. These
rules are usually pre-defined and used for validating common data types like phone
numbers, email addresses, or zip codes [38, 45]. With Governance (C14) capabilities
users can assign managerial and governance aspects, such as data ownership or roles
and responsibilities to data items. For example, defining the ownership of a data set is a
pre-emptive measure to keep data clean at the source and avoid DQ issues [40].

The dimension Measurement (D2) describes functionalities for determining DQ
metrics along multiple DQ dimensions [7]. The characteristic Metrics (C21) includes



Table 2. Final version of our taxonomy and corresponding literature. (C33) and (C56) have no
corresponding literature as they were identified during the review of DQ tools only.

Dimension (Dn) Characteristic (Cnm) related DQ Literature

Definition (D1)

Profiling (C11) [8, 18, 19, 37–44]
Business Rules (C12) [3, 8, 39, 42, 45–59]
Standard Rules (C13) [38, 45, 48, 49, 59, 60]
Governance (C14) [37, 40, 47, 61–64]

Measurement (D2)

Metrics (C21) [8, 18, 44, 47, 64–71]
Real-Time (C22) [3, 8, 18, 44, 45, 48, 50–52, 72, 73]
Anomalies (C23) [8, 18, 42, 57, 68, 74]
Validation (C24) [3, 18, 19, 39, 44–47, 50, 52–54, 56–60, 66, 75]

Analysis (D3)

Lineage (C31) [74–78]
Issue Tracking (C32) [38, 44, 62, 68, 79, 80]
Job Scheduling (C33) -
Remediation (C34) [3, 8, 49, 51, 61, 71, 75, 79, 80]
Cost Saving (C35) [47, 76]
Collaboration (C36) [37, 47, 57, 61–64, 75, 79]

Improvement (D4)

Auto Correction (C41) [3, 19, 42, 49, 57, 67, 81–84]
Standardization (C42) [38, 44, 49, 60, 68, 85]
Deduplication (C43) [18, 19, 42, 44, 49, 60]
Enrichment (C44) [19, 38, 60, 82, 85, 86]
Prevention (C45) [72, 81]

Integration (D5)

Master Data (C51) [8, 18, 40, 47, 55]
Record Linkage (C52) [49, 60, 65, 78]
Orchestration (C53) [8, 44, 46, 49, 60, 65]
Import / Export (C54) [8, 18, 44]
Non-relational (C55) [66, 75]
Web Services (C56) -

simple data analysis functionalities (e.g., number of null values) that provide visibility
into the quality of data products. These are often accompanied with graphical dashboards
and scorecards showing DQ trends over time [88, 89]. Sometimes this functionality is
extended with a Real-Time (C21) analysis. The real-time capability detects changes to
data and invokes a DQ measurement. With Anomalies (C23) DQ tools assist users in
finding inconsistencies. Hereby, cardinalities (e.g., min/max values), outlier detection
(e.g., isolation forest), and distance based (e.g., levenshtein) algorithms are used for
labeling data points as outliers [8, 68]. In Validation (C24),existing DQ rules are applied
to new data to find violations and, therefore, acts as a ’DQ firewall’ to the database [88].

Based on the measurements the Analysis (D3) capabilities assist to investigate "the
root cause" [7, p. 64] of DQ problems. With Lineage (C31) functionalities DQ tools
support users in following the merits of changes to a data set and finding the source
of DQ issues [89]. They, thus, prevent the continued downstream propagation of data
errors [76]. Following, Chien & Jain [6] Issue Tracking (C32) provides the possibility
to follow up on DQ problems. Specifically, to "identify, quarantine, assign, escalate,
resolve and monitor DQ issues" [6, p. 3]. Job Scheduling (C33) capabilities realize an



automated and scheduled execution of DQ analysis jobs. With Remediation (C34) DQ
tools allow to specify workflows and route DQ problems to domain experts or data
stewards for resolving the issue. Additionally, the remediation helps to train classifiers
for DQ problems based on active learning [3]. Cost Saving (C35) functionalities provide
the possibility to calculate return on investments for specific DQ actions. According to
SAP [89] they can help to secure funding and support for DQ initiatives. Collaboration
(C36) functions are related to Remediation (C34) but have a broader focus on improving
the communication and overall workflow between the stakeholders of a data set. It can
be seen as a part of the DataOps concept, which influences DQ indirectly [6].

The last stage of the TDQM lifecycle is Improvement (D4), which summarizes
capabilities for fixing issues and increasing DQ. Auto Correction (C41) describes func-
tionalities for simple automated data cleaning. Typically, these include the automated
filling of missing values or deletion of whitespaces [19]. The Standardization (C42)
functionality enables the automated addition of data values based on standardization
rules (see C13) and reference data sets [38]. Common examples are data extensions based
on zip codes or addresses. Data Deduplication (C43) refers to the removal of exact and
near duplicate entries from a data set. Depending on the data type different algorithms
can be used for this task. For example, Ataccama [35] utilizes deterministic matching,
fuzzy matching, edit distance, and phonetic algorithms. Following, Chien & Jain, data
Enrichment (C44) specifies "capabilities that integrate externally sourced data to improve
completeness and add value" [6, p. 3]. Prevention (C45) specifies AI based functionalities
for avoiding DQ issues. For example, Infogix [90] offers methods for predicting future
DQ problems based on historical data characteristics and issue reconciliations.

The dimension Integration (D5) includes capabilities with regard to the interoper-
ability and integrability of DQ solutions and the data they contain. The characteristic
Master Data (C51) creates an integration with master data management suites to propa-
gate high quality data to a central hub [91]. Record Linkage (C52) uses entity resolution
techniques to establish links between data items that can be associated with the same
real-life entities. It helps to consolidate data sets and prevent duplicate entries [88].
With data Orchestration (C53) functionalities a DQ tool enables an integration with data
pipelines that are managed in other data management tools (e.g., Extract-Transform-
Load (ETL) pipelines). This is important to avoid an isolation of DQ measures and
spread high quality data [8]. Furthermore, DQ tools should offer Import / Export (C54)
options to enable the simple sharing of file based results [8]. Handling relational data is
a standard functionality for DQ tools. Lately, including Non-relational (C55) data in DQ
management is becoming increasingly popular. Examples include the analysis of data
streams [92] or text documents, such as PDF [93]. Lastly, Web Services (C56) enable the
creation of DQ as a service. Hereby, DQ processes and workflows are offered as realtime
web services that can be called on demand [88].

5 Taxonomy Application & Discussion

To demonstrate the applicability and conduct an evaluation of our taxonomy, we applied
the final version to the 18 DQ tools that we identified in the second iteration of the
taxonomy development process (see Table 3). The classification of empirical objects



Table 3. Application of the final taxonomy to DQ solutions at the market (ordered alphabetically).
*Infogix was acquired by Precisley and will be included in their portfolio. Since the acquisition
was not complete at the time of writing we still included Infogix in this overview.
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Standard Rules (C13) x x x x x x x x x x x
Governance (C14) x x x x x x x x

Measurement (D2)

Metrics (C21) x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Real-Time (C22) x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Anomalies (C23) x x x x x x x x x
Validation (C24) x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Analysis (D3)

Lineage (C31) x x
Issue Tracking (C32) x x x x x x x
Job Scheduling (C33) x x x x x x x x
Remediation (C34) x x x x x x x x x x
Cost Saving (C35) x x
Collaboration (C36) x x x x x x x x x x x

Improvement (D4)

Auto Correction (C41) x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Standardization (C42) x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Deduplication (C43) x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Enrichment (C44) x x x x x x x x x x
Prevention (C45) x x x x x

Integration (D5)

Master Data (C51) x x x x x x x x x x x x
Record Linkage (C52) x x x x x x x x x x x
Orchestration (C53) x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Import / Export (C54) x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Non-relational (C55) x x x
Web Services (C56) x x x x x

that differ in their domain, functional focus, and maturity supports the usefulness and
validity of our taxonomy [11]. Additionally, the application of the taxonomy provides
a state-of-the-art overview of commercial DQ tools, which can help to reveal potential
market gaps and highlight paths for future developments. It is obvious that our taxonomy
does not offer "mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive" [11, p. 5] characteristics.
However, similar studies (e.g., [94, 95]) show that only some or no characteristics can
provide mutually exclusiveness. DQ tools rarely feature mutually exclusive functions,
which is represented in our developed taxonomy.



On a general level we observed that most DQ tools focus on the Definition (D1),
Measurement (D2), and Improvement (D4) of DQ. The Analysis (D3) of root causes and
collaborative handling of DQ issues is developed to a lesser extent. The same applies
to the Integration (D5) of DQ tools with other solutions across the organizational IT
landscape. This finding is tallied with the current trend for interdisciplinary DQ, which
sees DQ as "much less of a specialized IT task" [6, p. 2]. It has rather become an integral
effort that involves different specialists from across the organization who create high
quality data products [6, 8]. We, therefore, argue that existing integrative capabilities
such as Remediation (C34), Collaboration (C36), or Orchestration (C53) that support
the collaborative handling of DQ issues will become increasingly important. We can
imagine that new integrative solutions and capabilities will emerge across all steps of the
DQ lifecycle (like CoClean has proposed for data cleaning [107]). For example, instead
of centralizing the definition and measurement of DQ using rule based approaches, data
users (e.g., data analysts) could specify the quality they need for their respective use case.
This way use cases of varying DQ can be realized and the users receive data that is just
right for their desired task. Since DQ is a context-dependent concept [5] and the amount
of data produced is continuously increasing a decentralization of DQ efforts is required.
In this sense, future DQ solutions should incorporate capabilities for solving DQ issues
at the source and a collaboration with other fields if necessary [17]. Such functionalities
could include the simple remediation of DQ problems, incentivize and nudging for high
quality data, or gamification approaches.

Additionally, we can confirm a clear trend towards more intelligent and automated
DQ processes. Similar to DataOps for ML, DQ tools increasingly automate different
parts of the DQ lifecycle. Traditionally, DQ tools realized high DQ by offering function-
alities for the manual specification of Business Rules (C12) and Standard Rules (C13)
and validating data against these rules (Validation (C24). Lately, these capabilities are
increasingly supported by AI and ML. For example, through the automated generation
of DQ rules using unsupervised ML algorithms (e.g., [8, 46]). The same applies to the
intelligent automation of resolving bad data (i.e., Auto Correction (C41)), Deduplication
(C43), Record Linkage (C52), and Enrichment (C43) of data sets. However, we also
found that no DQ tool implements state-of-the-art and innovative ML technologies like
contextual ML. DQ tools from the scientific community (e.g., Holoclean [20]) are more
advanced in this regard but often focus on a subset of DQ tasks. Future DQ tools should
follow these examples and incorporate DQ knowledge from multiple sources to realize a
holistic, intelligent DQ solution.

Some functionalities we identified are beyond the standard offerings of DQ tools.
These are implemented by less than a third of the tools and represent novel and inno-
vative functionalities that could become a standard offering in the future. One of these
functionalities is the handling of Non-relational (C55) data, which is a current trend in
the DQ domain [108]. Hereby, new DQ metrics and definitions are needed that match
the special characteristics of non-relational data sets. As mentioned above, offering
Web Services (C56) for integrability and Prevention (C45) are becoming increasingly
important for DQ tools. However, it was often unclear what algorithms are applied and
how parameters can be tuned to achieve better results. To overcome this issue DQ tools
should invest in a more detailed explanation of AI functionalities [8, 18].



6 Conclusion

In our study we developed a taxonomy of DQ tools through an iterative process of
deductive and inductive reasoning as specified by Nickerson et al. [11]. We, therefore,
used a combination of a systematic literature review, an analysis of commercial DQ
tools, and the input of DQ experts. With the design and application of our taxonomy we
can provide a holistic and state-of-the-art overview of DQ functionalities and answer the
initially proposed research question.

From our results we can derive several managerial implications. As DQ is a contex-
tual and user-centric concept, customized DQ solutions are important for organizations.
Our taxonomy can assist in building such customized DQ tools by providing a holistic
and comprehensive understanding of the functionalities a DQ tool should offer. This
way, it helps to extend existing tools with novel functionalities and inform make-or-buy
decisions. Towards this end, the application of our taxonomy provides a comparison
of commercial DQ tools and the functionalities they offer. Our findings, furthermore,
emphasize the interdisciplinary and collaborative nature of DQ and can help organiza-
tions to set up new DQ initiatives that incorporate these aspects. Thus, our taxonomy
can support the decision-making for better DQ from single data analytics projects to
corporate data strategies.

Besides managerial implications our work offers scientific implications. Through
a rigorous combination of deductive and inductive research approaches we created
a resolute and sound DQ taxonomy. This way, we contribute to the existing body of
literature on DQ and offer researchers a conceptual structure for analyzing and classifying
DQ tools. It can, thus, facilitate further research on the composition and role of DQ
tools with regard to current trends, such as automation and collaboration. In particular,
our study advances the area of Business Analytics, Data Science and Decision Support
by highlighting that DQ tools should become more collaborative, understandable, and
automated. Improving DQ tools in these areas can help to ensure the provisioning of
high quality data, which is vital for data science.

Despite applying a high level of rigor our research is subject to several limitations.
Most importantly, we cannot rule out subjectivity in parts of our research. Specifically,
this is the case for the manual review of relevant literature and the group discussions we
conducted with DQ experts. Other researchers might derive different characteristics and
reach other conclusions. With our research method we tried to overcome this problem
and avoid personal bias. Moreover, our taxonomy represents a current state of DQ
functionalities in research and practice and might be of limited stability for the future.
Especially functionalities that describe current trends (e.g., Non-relational (C55)) might
be further generalized in the future. The taxonomy should, therefore, be critically updated
and scrutinized to ensure that the characteristics remain relevant and up-to-date.

Besides future improvements of the taxonomy, future work can include a more
extensive review of DQ tools (e.g., including open source tools). This could provide a
more detailed analysis of the differences between theoretical and commercial implemen-
tations of DQ functionalities and serve as a basis for the development of archetypical
patterns [12]. Moreover, it would be interesting to further investigate how DQ character-
istics change over time from traditional to more intelligent methods.
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